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ON THE SEMI-UNIVERSAL 
DEFORMATION OF A SIMPLE-ELLIPTIC 
HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITY 
PART I: UNIMODULARITY 
EDUARD LOOIJENGA 
[Receioed 26 May 1976) 
IN V. I. ARNOLD’S hierarchy of isolated hypersurface singularities the simple-elliptic singularities 
come next to the simple singularities and this property actually characterizes them. According to 
K. Saito they admit in dimension two the following alternative description. Let C be an elliptic 
curve and let 1 be a line bundle over C with negative Chern class c(l). The space X0 obtained by 
collapsing the null-section of 1 to a point is known to admit a canonical algebraic structure. Saito 
has shown that X0 is a hypersurface if and only if c(l) E {--I, -2, -3). The hypersurfaces thus 
obtained have an isolated singularity which is simple-elliptic and conversely any two-dimensional 
simple-elliptic singularity arises in this way (hence their name). In particular, any such singularity 
admits a resolution with an elliptic curve isomorphic to C as exceptional divisor. The advantage 
of this description is that it explains why they occur in one-dimensional families: apart from c(l), 
they are distinguished by the j-invariant of C, which thus parametrizes a moduli space of 
simple-elliptic singularities. The deformation theory of the singularities with c(l) = 
-i(= -1, -2, -3) turns out to have an intimate connection with the affine root system &+. That is 
why this class of singularities is labeled by the symbol Bgmi. (Note that i is just the connection 
index of the root system Esei). 
According to G. N. Tyurina and Kas-Schlessinger a complex space with isolated singularity 
admits a semi-universal deformation. We propose to investigate the semi-universal deformation 
of a simple-elliptic singularity. In particular, we shall give in part II a description a la 
Brieskorn-Grothendieck of the discriminant locus of such a deformation. The present paper will 
show that two simple-elliptic singularities belonging to the same family have topologically 
equivalent semi-universal deformations. In this way we will obtain explicit examples of 
topologically stable map-germs which are not analytically stable. It is noteworthy that these 
examples show that neither the Boardman symbol nor, as G.-M. Greuel pointed out to me, the 
number of cusps constitute a topological invariant for stable map-germs. This contradicts a 
conjecture of F. Pham and others (cf. conjecture (3.8) in expose X of Asterisque 17). For a more 
detailed discussion, see the remarks following (1.2). 
An earlier version of this paper contained a rather serious error. I thank 0. W. Liaschko and 
V. I. Arnol’d for pointing this out to me. 
91. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SEMI-UNIVERSX 
DEFORMttTlON 
We recall from[2] that the n-dimensional simple-elliptic singularities admit the following 
equations: 
E’, f(z0, . . . , 2.) = ZI(Z, - zo)(z, - hzo) + zoz** + Q(z,, . . . , 2,) (n 2 2) 
E, f(z,, . . . , z,) = z,zo(z, - zo)(z, - AZ,) + Q(zz, . . . , z.) (n 2 1) 
El3 f(z0, . . . , z.) = z,(z, - zo*)(z, - hzo’) + Q(zz, . . . , z.) (n 2 I), 
where Q is any nondegenerate quadratic form in the appropriate variables. 
If n = 2, the j-invariant of the corresponding elliptic curve is in all three cases given by 
&(A*- A + l)‘A-*(A - l)-‘, so that A should omit the values 0 and 1. For the moment we will 
hardly be involved with the explicit form of these equations, however. We only contend that in 
each case f is weighted homogeneous: by giving each variable z, a weight H’, E N (v = 0,. . . , n), 
ctzo,. . . , z.] is converted into a graded C-algebra such that f becomes homogeneous. Let N be 
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the degree of f. The C-algebra 
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A,: = C[z]/($, . . , $7 f) c[zl 
inherits a graded structure from C[r]: A,, = @?=,A,,‘. Since A,, is the coordinate ring of the 
singular locus of f-‘(O), it must be finite dimensional. In fact, it is known that dimcAio = I + 2, 
assuming that f is of type Z?,. Let 
be the hessian off. Clearly $J,+, is homogeneous, and it is not hard to check that it has the same 
degree as f. Following Saito (lot. cit.) the image 4 ,+, of ++I in A,, is of a special nature: 
(a) 4,+, is nonzero in A,, and 
(b) any nonzero element of A0 divides Jr+,. 
These properties imply that A,,’ = 0 if i > N, AUN is spanned by &,+, and the pairing A. @ Ao+C, 
defined by 4 @ JI --) &+,-coefficient of the degree N-part of cb$ is nonsingular. (Were we working 
over the reals, then the signature of the associated quadratic form would have an interesting 
interpretation: it follows from a remarkable theorem of D. Eisenbud and H. I. Levine that this 
signature is just the topological degree of the mapping z E R”+’ -{O}+ df(z) E R”“-(O)). 
We now repeat the above discussion in a one-parameter context. Put f’(z, t) = f(z) + t++,(z). 
For small values of t, f’(-, t) defines a simple-elliptic singularity. (This may be shown by means 
of a simple coordinate transformation which brings f’(-, t) into the normal form described 
earlier.) We consider f’ as an element of C{t}[z]. The natural isomorphism C{t}[z] 2 C{t}@X[z] 
gives C{t}[z] the structure of a graded C{t}-algebra. Since f and 4,+, have the same degree, f’ is a 
homogeneous element of C{t}[z]. Hence 
A: = C{t}[z]/($, . . . , $, f’) C{t}[z] 
is in a natural way a graded C{t}-algebra: A = @:=,,A’. We have natural isomorphisms A0 = A/CA 
and Ao’ = A’/tA’. Applying the preparation theorem it follows that A is a free graded C(t)-module 
of rank I+ 2, A’ = 0 for i > N, A” is C{t}-generated by the image &+, of I @ +,+, in AN and the 
C{t}-pairing A @ A + C{t} which assigns to 4 @ I,+ the &+,-coefficient of the degree N-part of &JI 
is nonsingular. Hence we can find dual bases (& . . . , &t+,) and ($0,. . . , +%+I) of A such that 
& * & = S,,&+, (where 6,. denotes the Kronecker symbol). Since A’ is orthogonal to A’ if 
i + j# N, we may take the &‘s and &‘s homogeneous and moreover assume that & = 1. Next we 
lift these to homogeneous elements &,. . . , #,+,, &, . . . , $,+, of C{t}[z], and we put 
g=f+u&+*. . + Ilr$r + tc$,+, E C{C}[Z”, . . . , z., UI, . . . , II,]. We extend the grading of C{t}[z] to 
one on C{t}[z, U] by putting deg u* = N-deg &. In view of the above discussion, this is a positive 
integer; we shall denote it by d,. The definition of this grading is such that g is homogeneous as well. 
By the Euler formula we have 
(1.1) 
More or less by construction the set {(ag/&c,), . . . , (@/art,), (ag/Jt)} projects to a C{t}-basis of A. 
So this set maps to a C-basis of Ao. 
According to a well-known criterion [3], the map-germ (z, 11, t) -+ (c = g(z, N, t), U, t) then 
defines a demi-universal deformation of the hypersurface germ cf-‘(O),O). This map-germ 
displays simple-elliptic singularities only along the t-axis in (z, u, t)-space. Our main result is the 
following 
1.2. THEOREM. There exists a neighborhood T of 0 E C, such that the mapping F: 
C”” x C’ x T + C x C’ x T defined by F(z, u, t) = (g(z, u, t), u, t) is topological/y trivial with 
respect to the projection TT: C X C’ X T + T, less vagrtely, there exist topological automorphisms 
h of C”” xC'xTandh'of CxC’xTsuch that 
(a) the restriction of h and h’ to the t-axes in C”“” x T and C”’ x T respectively is the 
identity, 
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(b) F 0 h = h’ 0 (Fox idT), where F,,: C”” x C’ -*C x C’ is defined by F,,(.z, u) = (g(z. u, O), u) 
and 
(c) OTT 0 h’ = TT. 
From this we immediately deduce the following 
1.2. COROLLARY. The simple-elliptic hypersurface singularities of given Milnor number have 
all topologically equivalent semi-universal deformations (in F. Pham_‘s_rerminology: are all 
topologically equivalent in the universal sense). 
1.3. Remark. The proof of (1.2) will yield a bit more than this. First of all, it will carry over 
verbatim to the real case. Secondly we will see that h and h’ can be taken smooth outside F-’ 
(t-axis) and the t-axis respectively. Moreover h and h’ will be obtained by integrating certain 
continuous vector fields and this additional information may be exploited to show that the germ 
of F, at the origin is a topologically stable map-germ. 
1.4. Remark. The 2-dimensional &singularities with j-invariant in a neighborhood of 0 admit 
in different coordinates the equation f,(y) = yoz + y13+ yZ6+ pyly1?y3. Then j = 0 if CL = 0. One 
easily verifies that for ~1 in a punctured neighborhood of the origin the Boardman symbol of 
(f_-‘(O), 0) is given by Z3*“o, while the Boardman symbol of (f,-‘(O), 0) equals Z”“‘“. F. P ham [ 11 
has shown that also the number of cusps (in an intersection of a generic 2-plane with the 
discriminant locus of the semi-universal deformation of f,-‘(O)) increases for p = 0. Apparently 
these irregularities do not affect the topological type of the corresponding semi-universal 
deformations. Their presence is noticed by a more subtle topological invariant however: the 
function f. admits a morsification which in E. Brieskorn’s notation has an &-singularity and an 
AZ-singularity, while fw for p # 0 doesn’t possess this property. This also implies a topological 
distinction between the associated bifurcation varieties. 
f2. ALGEBRAIC PREPARATIONS 
In order to reduce the symbolism we make a few conventions. We shall write OZ..., for the 
graded C(t)-algebra C(t) [zO,. , z., u,, . , u,] and similarly B,.,., for the graded C(t)-algebra CItI 
[u, UI,. 9 u,], with deg(v) = deg(g) = N. The ideal in C[v, u,, . . . , u,] generated by u, UI, . . . , UI is 
denoted by .M,.,. We regard I%..~ as a OO.u.r-module via F, in other words we substitute g for v. We 
further abbreviate Jg/Jz, by g,. 
The following proposition is the key to the proof of our theorem. 
2.1. Proposition. J%..&,, c (go, . . . , gn)&..., + (40, . . . , ~,).&.u&,.,. 
The proof requires two lemmas. 
2.2. LEMMA. (Y E Oz .“., be homogeneous of degree PN. If deg (a) > N, then a E 
(go,. . . , g”)a.“.I + (#hh . . . , ~l+l)“~“.“~“...r. If degb)<N, then a E (g,, . . . , g.wL + 
(40,. . . I 4lnu.r. 
Proof. We first contend that 
B,.“., = (go,. . . , gl%NL + (4%. . . 7 cbl+lw,,.t. 
To see this, observe that there is natural isomorphism 
(2.2.1) 
A = L.r/((go, . . . , g.)&..., + .M,..~Z...,) 
As {&I,. . . , c#J,+,} projects onto a C{t}-basis of A, it follows from the preparation theorem* that 
the image of {&, . . . , ++J in CZ...,/(g~, . . . ,g”)B,.,., generates the latter as a &,...,-module, thus 
proving (2.2. I). 
So there exist & E CL,., and q* E G’U...I such that 
*Actually. we here apply the preparation theorem first to the ring in question localised at (z. u. t) and homogenise 
afterwards. This graded form of the preparation theorem is also used in (2.4). 
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Of course, we may suppose the 6.‘~ and q*‘s to be homogeneous. If deg LY > N, then 
deg t)~ = deg a - deg 6 > 0, so that n* E &.,&,.,. If deg a < N, then deg q,+, = deg (Y - N < 0, 
so that q+# = 0. 
2.3. LEMMA. For any pair K, h we have 
44A - sAd$l+, E (go,. . . , &)BZ.“., + (4%~ . . 1 ~0cL.t + JL.oz.“., 
Proof. If deg &Jr* # N, then K# A and so this is an immediate corollary to the previous 
lemma. Suppose therefore that deg &I+%~ = N. By (2.2. I) there exist homogeneous & E &., and 
Q E B,..., such that 
(2.3. I) 
Then deg o* = N-deg &, which is strictly positive if A 5 1 and 0 for A = I+ 1. It follows that 
q* E JU”..cX...,(A = 0, I . . , 1) and ql+, E C(t). So by reducing eqn (2.3.1) modulo the ideal 
(so, . . . , g.)fL.,., + Ju&Lt we get 
&I+% - &,I$+, = v,+&+, (in A). 
By construction, the LHS of this equation vanishes identically, so that vl+, = 0. The lemma 
foIlows. 
2.4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION (2.1). We assert that it suffices to prove the following inclusion: 
Jt”.JX..., r (go, . . . , g.vx.u., + (40, . . . , ~,)JtI”..O”.,., + “~C.J!z.“.,. (2.4.1) 
For if R denotes the quotient of (go,. . . , gnWz.,., + dL.Oz.u., by the 6....,-submodule 
(go, . . . , g,)&.., + (90, . . . , ~I)~ti”.UcX.“.l, then (2.4.1) implies that &.,R = R. By the preparation 
theorem, R is then trivial and (2.1) follows. 
Comparing (2.4.1) and (2.2.1), we see that we only have to show that L$,+,, u&+,, . . . , uh+, 
are in the RHS of (2.4.1). Let us first do this for u4,+,. Multiplying (1.1) with N-‘4,+, yields 
g&+, E (go,. . . I g,)0z..., +(&J&+1, . . . , l#J1~,+,)~“.“0~.“.1. (2.4.2) 
Since deg #,4,+, > deg 4,+, = N(A = 1,. . . , I) we have by lemma (2.2) 
&+I+, E (go,. . . , g”)ET,.u., + (do, . . . , $v+l)iGl~“,u.r. 
Substituting this in (2.4.2) shows that g4,+, lies in the RHS of (2.4.1) indeed. To prove that 
U*d,+,(A = 1,. . . , I) also belongs to the RHS of (2.4.1), we rewrite (1.1) as 
dku& = Ng - 2 
u=o 
wvzug, - g, d,u,& 
r** 
Multiplying this with $A shows 
(2.4.3) 
It follows from Lemma (2.3) that u,b+* - u&+, and UJ#J&(K# A) lie in the RI-IS of (Ml). We 
then conclude by (2.4.3) that so does u*4,+,. 
93. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOMEOMORF’HISMS 
In this section we will use proposition (2.1) to construct a neighborhood T of 0 E C 
and continuous vectorfields v on C’ x C X T, 5 on C”” x C’ x T such that dF 0 .$ = TJ 0 F, 
drT 0 q = (a/at) 0 rr and the restriction of 5 and 7 to the t-axis (in the appropriate 
space) equal (a/at). This pair of vectorfields appears to be integrable in the sense that it 
determines a pair of topological automorphisms h and h’ of C”” x C’X T and 
C x C’ x T. The just mentioned properties of 5 and T) then imply that (h, h’) satisfies the 
properties (a)-(c) of (1.2). 
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Following (2.1) there exist homogeneous e.* E cz .“.,, TJ~* E .I! ,,.” P, .“., such that 
Xl 
- $f L’ = 2 .$“g, + i ljlhOcph (3.1) 
“=.” .I=” 
Let M be a common multiple of {N, d,, . . . , d} and put e = d,-‘M and e. = N-‘M. Now multiply 
the first line of (3.1) with ~_‘--‘ti,‘* and the second with u ‘o-‘rP(where, contrary to our previous use 
of this symbol, - denotes complex conjugation) and sum: 
-$(l”i%$, )Q.) = &u’.-‘P~:‘+ i u’.-‘fi’-&,=)g” 
r=, 
+ i ( uwpq*~ + $ [(,C’-‘&C.qAy#jA. 
*=o ISI 
Let p, 5. and n* denote the coefficients of this equation, so that (3.2) now reads as 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Let T be a compact neighbourhood of 0 E C such that &(v = 0,. . . , n) and n*(h = 1,. . . , I) are 
defined on C”+‘+’ x T and Cl+’ x T respectively. Then define real-analytic vectorfields n’ on 
(Cl+’ - (0)) x T and 5’ on F-‘((C”’ - {0}) X T) by 
We trivially have da= 0 n’ = (a/at) 0 TQ and from (3.3) it follows that dF 0 5’ = 9 0 F. But these 
vectorfields have another pleasant property as well: by virtue of their construction they are real 
homogeneous in the sense that they are invariant under the action of the multiplicative group R+ 
on CT”+‘+’ x T and Cl+’ x T defined by 
A . (20,. . . , z,, ~1,. . . , UI, t) = (A’%, . . . , A’%,, hdll(,, . . . , A%,, t), 
A * (II, UI, . . . , u,, t) = (A%, Ad%,, . . . , A%,, t). 
This implies the global integrability of 7’ as follows. As p is real homogeneous of degree 2M 
(meaning that A*p = AZMp), so is n’(p). Now put K = sup {(n’(p)(u, u, t)(:p(u, u, t) = I}. Then 
lrr’(p)I I Kp, because any R+-orbit in (C’+’ - (0)) x T contains a point (u, U, t) with p(o, u, r) = 1. 
So if y: (-E, E) --* (Cl+’ - {0}) ic T is an integral curve of n’, then 
1; (P o Y)I = IT’(P) o YI 5 KP o Y, 
which implies 
p 0 y(O) exp (-KE) 5p 0 y(0) exp (KE). (3.5) 
In particular, y stays within a compact subset of (C”’ - {0}) x T and this proves that 7’ is 
integrable. We extend n’ to a vectorfield n on C’+’ x T by simply putting nI{O}x T = a/at. It 
follows from (3.5) and the fact that dzT 0 9 = (alar) 0 rT, that 7 is integrable. 
Our next aim is to alter 5’ in a neighbourhood of F-‘({O} x T) and subsequently to extend it to 
an integrable vectorfield 5 on C”+‘+’ x T which satisfies dF 0 5 = 7 0 F. 
We begin with the observation that A is in fact the coordinate ring of the singular locus of 
F-‘((0) x T) at X0. So if we assume T sufficiently small, then the singular part of F-‘((0) x T) is 
just {0} x T. Hence X: = F-‘({0)x T) - (0) x T is smooth and F is of maximal rank in a 
neighbourhood of X. Now it is a simple matter to check that F is equivariant for the R+-actions. 
In particular, X is R--invariant. We choose an R+-invariant neighbourhood TX of X in 
(C “*I+’ - (0)) X T with an R+-equivariant retraction 7~x : TX +X (these may be obtained by 
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taking an R+-invariant tubular neighbourhood of X). By shrinking T, we may suppose that the 
mapping (F, T,~): T, -(C”’ x T) x X is an open embedding. So there is a unique vectorfield [Y 
on T,V which is mapped by (F, ax) to the vectorfield (n, 0) on (Cl” x T) x X. Then 5~ (or rather 
its restriction to any compact subset of TX) is integrable, simply because n is. We blend 5’ and 5.~ 
into a vectorfield 5 defined on the whole of C”+‘*’ x T by means of a R.-invariant partition of 
unity (4, 1 - I$} subordinate to the open covering {TX. C”+‘+’ x T - X} of (C”+‘+’ -IO}) X T: we let 
the restriction of 5 to (C”“” - {0}) x T be 4(X + (1 - 4)[’ and we put &O} X T = a/at. 
It is clear from this construction that dF 0 5 = TJ 0 F and that the restriction of ,$’ to any 
compact subset of (C”+‘+’ - {0}) x T is integrable. Moreover, .$ is R+-invariant. Now by the same 
argument as used for TJ we deduce that 5 is integrable in a neighbourhood of {0} X T. Hence 5 is 
integrable. 
We proceed to define h and h’. It is convenient to assume that T is “starlike” with respect to 
the origin. For (z, II, T) E C”+‘+’ x T, let y: [0, l]+C”“” x T be the integral curve of T[ with 
-y(O) = (z, u, 0) and put ‘h(z, 11, T) = y( 1). Define h’ in a similar way. Then F c h = h’ 3 (Fo X id). 
TT 0 h’= irT and by the integrability properties of 4 and 1, h and h’ are continuous 
endomorphisms of C”+‘*’ x T and C’+’ x T respectively. These are in fact topological 
automorphisms, since both h and h’ have a two-sided inverse defined as follows: for 
(Z, U, T) E C”+‘+’ x T, let y’:[O, l]+C”+‘+’ X T be the integral curve of -74 with y’(0) = (z, u, T). 
Then h-‘(z, u, T) has the same (z, u)-coordinate as y’( 1). The inverse of h’ admits a similar 
description. This completes the proof of theorem (1.2). 
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